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1 Introduction 
This document provides a brief description of the API end points of RFI Engineering’s 
‘GEOSOLVER’ called: RFI Solver Software. The document is meant to give the reader a quick 
overview on how to send sensor messages containing a timestamp to the solver and 
subsequently retrieve the calculated GPS coordinates from the solver. 
 
This document provides information on the following topics:  
 

• General Explanation of the RFI Solver Software functions. 
• Adding Base Stations and Sensors to your network configuration. 
• Sending timestamped messages to the solver using UDP on port 1700. 
• Authentication using OAuth2.0 flow. 
• Retrieving LoRa® messages using a REST endpoint on port 443. 
• Retrieving GPS coordinates using a REST endpoint on port 443. 
• Retrieving metrics on sensor messages using a REST endpoint on port 443. 

 
 

1.1 RFI Solver Software Description 
The RFI Solver Software is the centralized function to enable localization of low power wireless 
sensors. With hardware limitations and the inherent energy constraints of sensor network 
devices, GPS cannot be used to pinpoint the location of the sensors. As an alternative, Time 
Difference of Arrival (TDoA) techniques for ranging (estimating the distance between two 
communicating nodes) have been widely proposed as a necessary ingredient in localization 
solutions for low power sensor networks. In the RFI Solver Software the TDoA method of 
locating sensors has been implemented so that it calculates GPS coordinates from the 
timestamped message received from the receiving base stations. TDoA ranging requires that 
multiple base stations in the network receive the message from a sensor simultaneously. The 
time difference between the arrival of the message at each base station is then used to calculate 
the location of the sensor. Timekeeping in the base stations, as well as very accurately 
timestamping of the received messages are essential to support the TDoA function.  
 
Although the RFI Solver Software has been designed with LoRa® sensor messages in mind the 
TDoA method employed by the solver is not limited to the use of LoRa® technology alone. In 
fact any base station capable of delivering accurate timestamps derived from the received 
messages can be used for geo-locating mobile devices.  
 
The RFI Solver is operating upon the reception of sensor messages from the connected base 
stations. Besides that the sensor messages contain a receive timestamp, the complete 
(encrypted) payload is also available in the message. In the current hosted software 
implementation (SAAS) the RFI solver is also storing the (encrypted) message payload. This 
payload can then be retrieved and/or forwarded to an application server. This function is not 
strictly necessary for the correct operation of the GPS solver function, but can be used for 
forwarding the received messages to application servers  
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1.2 RFI Solver REST API 
Access to the data on the RFI Solver software is provided through a REST API. There is also a 
WEB interface for simple administration tasks but the main interface for getting data in and out 
of the solver is the REST API. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Raw timestamps are currently received from the base stations over a simple UDP interface on 
port 1700. This protocol is the default transport mechanism as implemented by the Semtech 
packet forwarder as found here: https://github.com/Lora-net/packet_forwarder. 
 
In the future the RFI Solver will also support a more reliable transport mechanism than UDP. 
 
The raw timestamps are calculated to GPS coordinates in case there are four or more base 
stations that receive the same sensor message. The resulting GPS coordinates as well as the 
encrypted message can be retrieved using the REST API.  
The solvers’ REST API provides an endpoint against which you can query, create, update, and 
delete resources such as: users, networks, metrics, sensors and base stations. 
  

1.3 RFI Solver Software Prerequisites 
The RFI Solver calculates the GPS coordinates in 3D, meaning; it finds the latitude, longitude 
and altitude of the sensor. In order to establish a 3D fix it is therefore necessary that at least 
four synchronized base stations receive the message from the wireless sensor simultaneously. 
When less than four base stations receive the message from a sensor, the solver will only store 
the encrypted payload, but will not calculate the corresponding GPS location. In that case the 
message can be retrieved, but retrieving the GPS location results in an error message on the 
REST API (Error: 412 precondition not met). 
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1.4 Steps for getting started with the RFI Solver SAAS platform 
RFI has setup a hosted version of the solver software. You must understand the basic steps for 
getting data in and out of the solver in order to successfully geo-locate your first sensor 
message. The hosted solver version is able to serve multiple networks and customers from the 
same SAAS platform. The core functions are first and foremost available through the REST API. 
There is a web user interface on the SAAS platform that uses the REST API to perform a number 
of configuration and monitoring tasks for the administrators of the sensor networks. 
 

1.4.1 Networks 
Separation of customers on the platform is done on the notion of ‘networks’. Each network has 
its own set of users, base stations and sensors. Users that are created on the solver can only 
access the data from the base stations, sensors, and resolved GPS locations that belong to their 
own network. Data is not shared between different networks. 
 
Only RFI Engineering staff can create a new network on the solver platform. Once a new network 
is created it will have an initial user, which is the super user of that network. The super user can 
add, change and delete additional users, base stations and sensors. The super user cannot 
delete him/herself. 
 
Once a network is created, users, base stations and sensors can be added, deleted and changed 
on the platform; either by the super user, or by the additionally defined users. 
 

1.4.2 Base Stations 
Base stations are the central units that receive and forward wireless sensor messages to the 
solver. The base stations are identified to the solver on the basis of a globally unique base 
station ID. In order for the solver to process the messages from the base station the base 
station IDs must be defined on the solver. Messages received from base stations that are not 
defined by their base station ID will be silently discarded. 
 

1.4.3 Sensors 
Sensors are identified on the basis of a sensor ID. In a LoRa® network a sensor ID is also called 
a Device EUI. When a sensor transmits a message it is received on one or more base stations. 
The message is then forwarded from the base station to the solver. The solver stores the 
message on the basis of the sensor ID. In order for the solver to process and store the messages 
from the sensor(s), the sensor IDs must be predefined on the solver. Messages received from 
sensors that are not defined by their sensor ID will be silently discarded. 
 

1.4.4 Summary 
In order to send the solver some data for geo-location you would have to first setup your base 
stations on the solver and some sensor(s). You will have to add the base stations on the basis of 
the base station ID as well as the sensors. Only when the correct IDs appear in your time stamp 
messages will the solver process them. 
 
So the correct way to actually geo locate a message is to: 
 

• Set up your base stations by ID  
• Set up your sensors by ID 
• Send some timestamped data with the correct IDs  
• Retrieve the GPS data through the API 
•  
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2 Setting up Base Stations and Sensors 
Before the RFI solver starts to process messages from your sensors you have to setup your base 
stations and sensors in the solver database. In this document it is assumed that you already 
have a working configuration of base stations and sensors deployed in the field (or lab). Adding 
base stations and sensors is achieved by adding the IDs of your devices to the solver database. 
This chapter takes you through the steps to add them. 
 

2.1 Logging in to the Solver 
For the initial setup you can use the WEB user interface on the RFI solver. Use your favorite web 
browser and go to: 
 
 https://solver.rfi-engineering.com 
 
Here you can log in using the credentials provided to you by RFI Engineering’s staff. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once you are logged in, the network selection dashboard greets you. There you can select the 
network you want to monitor and/or modify. Click on the network to proceed. 
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After selecting the network, the solver main screen is displayed. On the left you find the main 
selection menu for modifying the network configuration. The map underneath the Network status 
caption shows the location that received the latest packet. ‘Messages received’ is showing the 
number of sensor messages that are received on the selected network. ‘Base stations’ 
captured are the number of base stations that are configured for this network on the solver. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Adding a Base Station 
To add a base station to your selected network click on: ‘Base Stations’ in the main menu on 
the left. The base station display will appear. You can add your base station by entering the base 
station ID and then clicking: Add. Optionally you can add a fixed GPS location to the 
configuration. When the latitude, longitude and altitude fields are left set to 0.00 then the GPS 
location as reported by the base station’s GPS receiver will be used as the location of the base 
station.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: The base station ID of the RFI L-gateway is found printed on the back of the unit. If you 
are using 3rd party base stations, like a Kerlink IoT station, or an Open Source implementation 
running Semtech’s packet forwarder, the ID is usually set to the MAC address of the base 
station.  
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2.3 Adding a Sensor 
To add a sensor to your selected network click on: ‘Device Management’ in the main menu on 
the left. The device management display will appear. You can add your sensor by entering the 
sensor ID and then clicking: Add  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: In a LoRa® network the sensor ID is called; Device EUI 
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3 Sending Sensor Messages from the Gateways 
Once you have a network configured on the solver you will need to direct your base stations 
there. The method to do this varies with each base station, but the common details are as 
follows: 
 
Host:  solver.rfi-engineering.com 
Protocol: UDP 
Port:  1700 
 
The RFI L-gateway is running with a simple UDP packet forwarder scheme which can be 
configured through the WEB interface of the unit. If you are running with Semtech’s basic packet 
forwarder you will need to modify the file local_conf.json (or global_conf.json if that doesn’t 
exist) to include the following lines: 
 
  "server_address": "solver.rfi-engineering.com", 
  "serv_port_up": 1700, 
  "serv_port_down": 1700 
 
Be sure to restart your packet forwarder for any changes to take effect. 
 
For a full description of the Semtech simple packet forwarder protocol over UDP you can go 
here: https://github.com/Lora-net/packet_forwarder/blob/master/PROTOCOL.TXT 
 
Push packet payload may consist of two possible entries on a JSON object: ‘rxpk’ and ‘stat’. An 
rxpk is a collection of received messages from a base station timeslot (typically 1 second), while 
a stat packet provides useful metrics on base station operation. It is important to understand 
that the RFI solver operates on the both the ‘rxpk’ and ‘stat’ packets that are forwarded by the 
base stations using UDP. The ‘rxpk’ packet contains the time stamp of the received sensor 
message. The ‘stat’ packet contains the GPS location of the base station. Both the timestamp as 
well as the GPS location of the base station are required in order to have the RFI solver geo-
locate a sensor. 
 
A typical push packet may look like this: 
 

Translating to: 
 
 

 01 90 3f 00 97 6c 64 df d4 a9 22 0f 7b 22 72 78 
 70 6b 22 3a 5b 7b 22 74 6d 73 74 22 3a 39 36 37 
 34 35 36 31 38 38 2c 22 63 68 61 6e 22 3a 32 2c 
 22 72 66 63 68 22 3a 31 2c 22 66 72 65 71 22 3a 
 38 36 38 2e 35 30 30 30 30 30 2c 22 73 74 61 74 
 22 3a 31 2c 22 6d 6f 64 75 22 3a 22 4c 4f 52 41 
 22 2c 22 64 61 74 72 22 3a 22 53 46 31 32 42 57 
 31 32 35 22 2c 22 63 6f 64 72 22 3a 22 34 2f 35 
 22 2c 22 6c 73 6e 72 22 3a 30 2e 32 2c 22 72 73 
 73 69 22 3a 2d 38 36 2c 22 73 69 7a 65 22 3a 31 
 36 2c 22 64 61 74 61 22 3a 22 41 61 32 77 36 2b 
 73 42 30 6b 73 42 61 47 56 73 62 41 41 41 41 41 

 - Protocol: 01 
 - Nonce: 90 3f 
 - Message type: 00  
 - Gateway: 97 6c 64 df d4 a9 22 0f  
 - 
Payload: {"rxpk":[{"tmst":967456188,"chan":2,"rfch":1,"freq":868.500000,"
stat":1,"modu":"LORA","datr":"SF12BW125","codr":"4/5","lsnr":0.2,"rssi":-
86,"size":16,"data":"Aa2w6+sB0ksBaGVsbAAAAA"}]} 
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3.1 Precision Timestamps 
Semtech’s simple packet forwarder protocol allows for timestamps in the JSON message of the 
received sensor message. As an example: 
 
 ..json 
 {"rxpk":[ 
   { 
   "time":"2013-03-31T16:21:17.528002Z", 
   "tmst":3512348611, 
   "chan":2, 
   "rfch":0, 
   "freq":866.349812, 
   "stat":1, 
   "modu":"LORA", 
   "datr":"SF7BW125", 
   "codr":"4/6", 
   "rssi":-35, 
   "lsnr":5.1, 
   "size":32, 
   "data":"-DS4CGaDCdG+48eJNM3Vai-zDpsR71Pn9CPA9uCON84" 
   } 
  ] 
 } 
 
In order for the RFI solver to acquire the timestamps with enough accuracy the tmst field needs 
to be a float instead of an unsigned integer as specified by Semtech. Both formats (unsigned 
integer and float) are in fact supported by the solver, but only a timestamp presented as float 
will yield a timestamp with enough accuracy to be able to geo locate. RFI’s L-gateway already 
inserts the correct precision timestamp format into the forwarded message.  
 
Timestamps on the RFI solver are stored internally as arbitrary-precision floating point numbers, 
providing the potential for sub-nanosecond precision in storage and retrieval. This can be taken 
advantage of by altering the rxpk messages sent by a base station to include the "tmst" field as 
a string representation of an arbitrary-precision float instead of a 32bit integer. 
 
The unit of "tmst" is still microseconds, making it consistent and backward-compatible with the 
original protocol provided by Semtech. 
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4 Authentication using OAuth2.0 flow 
Authentication is done using the standard OAuth2.0 flow on /oauth/authorize and /oauth/token. 
Authentication mechanisms can be tuned and defined on the solver on a per-installation basis. 
 
On the shared version of the solver, token, code and password grants are enabled. If your 
application requires three-legged OAuth access (i.e. you are federating client requests), prefer 
code or token. If your application is running in a secure domain and you can store credentials 
on there, or if you do not have the possibility to redirect a user to a visual form, prefer 
password grants. 
 
An example of a successful password grant is as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The received authorization token needs to be in the Authorization header of any request on the 
API requiring authentication, as a Bearer token. This is the access_token element in the JSON 
return from a grant. The expiration time allows you to know when to renew tokens (although 
any request on the API with an expired token will result in a 403 error). 
 
For the hosted (SAAS) version of the RFI solver you should request your client_id from RFI 
Engineering staff. 
 

$ curl -XPOST -v -d 'username=srenauld%40rfi-engineering.com&password=******' -H 
'Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded' https://solver.rfi-
engineering.com/oauth/token?client_id=495e7937-d2c7-4db6-9fe7-
51399832b63d\&redirect_uri=http://127.0.0.1:9000/\&grant_type=password 
* Trying 91.134.50.230... 
* Connected to solver.rfi-engineering.com (91.134.50.230) port 443 (#0) 
* TLS 1.0 connection using TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 
* Server certificate: *.rfi-engineering.com 
* Server certificate: COMODO RSA Domain Validation Secure Server CA 
* Server certificate: COMODO RSA Certification Authority 
* Server certificate: AddTrust External CA Root 
> POST /oauth/token?client_id=495e7937-d2c7-4db6-9fe7-
51399832b63d&redirect_uri=http://127.0.0.1:9000/&grant_type=password HTTP/1.1 
> Host: solver.rfi-engineering.com 
> User-Agent: curl/7.43.0 > Accept: */* 
> Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded > Content-Length: 57 
> 
* upload completely sent off: 57 out of 57 bytes < HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
< Server: nginx/1.4.6 (Ubuntu) 
< Date: Mon, 23 May 2016 12:11:56 GMT 
< Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 
< Transfer-Encoding: chunked 
< Connection: keep-alive  
< 
* Connection #0 to host solver.rfi-engineering.com left intact 
{"access_token":"eyJhbGciOiJub25lIn0.eyJleHAiOjE0NjQwOTE5MTYsImlhdCI6MTQ2NDAwNTU
xNiwiaWQiOiIxNzE5ZDY3MS0yM2I1LTRlYzYtYWQxNC1kZDQzYmJlNjAyOGUiLCAiY2xpZW50IjogIjQ
5NWU3OTM3LWQyYzctNGRiNi05ZmU3LTUxMzk5ODMyYjYzZCIsICJzY29wZXMiOltdfQ.","token_typ
e":"bearer","expires_in":86400} 
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5 Retrieving LoRa® Messages Using a REST Endpoint 
When the gateway has forwarded a message from a sensor to the solver using UDP, then the full 
content of this is available on the message. In the solver API, messages are coalesced together 
based on the tuple of (client ID, message ID), so that you get every single "copy" of a message 
in one go, as received by the base stations. 
 
The full API is found on: 
 
 https://solver.rfi-engineering.com/v1/ 
 
The general procedure for retrieving a sensor message from the API is: 
 

• Generate an access token. 
• Retrieve the network ID(s) of the network(s) your sensors are on. 
• Retrieve the required message given the network ID. 

 

5.1 Retrieve the Network ID(s) 
As described in paragraph 1.4.1, the separation of customers on the solver is done by means of 
having different networks. To retrieve a message you have to request a message from a 
particular network, specified by its network ID. You can get a list of networks that your access 
token gives access to by calling: 
 
 https://solver.rfi-engineering.com/v1/networks 
 
The result in expanded formatted JSON looks like this: 
 

{ 
  "hits": [ 
    { 
      "id": "09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9", 
      "owner": "1719d671-23b5-4ec6-ad14-dd43bbe6028e", 
      "name": "RFI test network", 
      "roamsTo": [ 
         
      ], 
      "params": { 
         
      } 
    }, 
    { 
      "id": "69c24217-1099-486c-a9a0-efce1ba2c53a", 
      "owner": "c2033c0e-78b9-4974-89b9-87975def145c", 
      "name": "RFI Ivo’s network", 
      "roamsTo": [ 
         
      ], 
      "params": { 
         
      } 
    }, 
    { 
      "id": "957a3cbc-076b-4a15-aa58-05607854a722", 
      "owner": "1719d671-23b5-4ec6-ad14-dd43bbe6028e", 
      "name": "Neil's test network", 
      "roamsTo": [ 
         
      ], 
      "params": { 
         
      } 
    }, 
    { 
      "id": "9e5f207e-8b59-4bc5-9948-925d883cb167", 
      "owner": "d2b707e7-00f4-4d32-aa33-24ee207a34c4", 
      "name": "Pieter's network", 
      "roamsTo": [ 
         
      ], 
      "params": { 
         
      } 
    } 
  ], 
  "total": 4 
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5.2 Retrieve the Last 20 Messages 
Most of the time you will know the client ID but not the message ID of the last message stored 
for a sensor. You can get the last 20 messages received by calling: 
 
 GET /v1/messages 
 
 
Without parameters, this retrieves all the messages visible by the user. You can filter this by 
sensor ID (deviceEUI) to retrieve all messages sent by a sensor, by gateway ID (gatewayID), or 
by position of the emitter. From the resulting output you can get the message ID you want and 
then retrieve the message using: 
 
 GET /v1/clients/:client/messages/:message 
 
Where 
 
 :client is the sensor ID (device EUI) 
 :message is the message ID 
 
 

5.3 Retrieve the Latest Message 
You can retrieve the latest message received on the network by setting the ‘from’ and ‘size’ 
options. For example to retrieve the last message you can call the API like this: 
 
 https://solver.rfi-
 engineering.com/v1/messages?from=0&size=1&network=09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-
 f81efca05fa9 
 
 
This would give you the following JSON output: 

 

{"hits":[{"messageId":"D816D456","deviceEUI":"EBEBB0AD","receivedBy":[{"messageId":"D816D4
56","deviceEUI":"EBEBB0AD","baseStation":"976C64DFD4A9220F","timestamp":"2191077316","posi
tion":{"latitude":"52.38361","longitude":"5.21268","altitude":"-
4.0"},"data":{"size":"16.0","freq":"868.1","chan":"0.0","data":"Aa2w6+sB5W0BaGVsbAAAAA==",
"stat":"1.0","rfch":"1.0","datr":"SF12BW125","tmst":"2.191077316E9","rssi":"-
97.0","codr":"4/5","time":"2016-05-
25T13:11:19.544351Z","modu":"LORA","lsnr":"4.0"},"receivedAt":"2016-05-
25T14:34:39.224+02:00"},{"messageId":"D816D456","deviceEUI":"EBEBB0AD","baseStation":"A522
17E3D4190828","timestamp":"3631307100","position":{"latitude":"0.0","longitude":"0.0","alt
itude":"0.0"},"data":{"size":"16.0","freq":"868.1","chan":"0.0","data":"Aa2w6+sB5W0BaGVsbA
AAAA==","stat":"1.0","rfch":"1.0","datr":"SF12BW125","tmst":"3.6313071E9","rssi":"-
119.0","codr":"4/5","modu":"LORA","lsnr":"6.0"},"receivedAt":"2016-05-
25T14:34:39.230+02:00"}],"timestamp":"0","received":"2016-05-
25T14:34:39.224+02:00"}],"total":82270} 
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This would give you the following formatted JSON output: 

 
 
If you want more messages to be returned from the API you can specify the number using the 
‘size’ option. For example specifying: size=200 returns 200 messages. 

{ 
  "hits": [ 
    { 
      "messageId": "D816D456", 
      "deviceEUI": "EBEBB0AD", 
      "receivedBy": [ 
        { 
          "messageId": "D816D456", 
          "deviceEUI": "EBEBB0AD", 
          "baseStation": "976C64DFD4A9220F", 
          "timestamp": "2191077316", 
          "position": { 
            "latitude": "52.38361", 
            "longitude": "5.21268", 
            "altitude": "-4.0" 
          }, 
          "data": { 
            "size": "16.0", 
            "freq": "868.1", 
            "chan": "0.0", 
            "data": "Aa2w6+sB5W0BaGVsbAAAAA==", 
            "stat": "1.0", 
            "rfch": "1.0", 
            "datr": "SF12BW125", 
            "tmst": "2.191077316E9", 
            "rssi": "-97.0", 
            "codr": "4/5", 
            "time": "2016-05-25T13:11:19.544351Z", 
            "modu": "LORA", 
            "lsnr": "4.0" 
          }, 
          "receivedAt": "2016-05-25T14:34:39.224+02:00" 
        }, 
        { 
          "messageId": "D816D456", 
          "deviceEUI": "EBEBB0AD", 
          "baseStation": "A52217E3D4190828", 
          "timestamp": "3631307100", 
          "position": { 
            "latitude": "0.0", 
            "longitude": "0.0", 
            "altitude": "0.0" 
          }, 
          "data": { 
            "size": "16.0", 
            "freq": "868.1", 
            "chan": "0.0", 
            "data": "Aa2w6+sB5W0BaGVsbAAAAA==", 
            "stat": "1.0", 
            "rfch": "1.0", 
            "datr": "SF12BW125", 
            "tmst": "3.6313071E9", 
            "rssi": "-119.0", 
            "codr": "4/5", 
            "modu": "LORA", 
            "lsnr": "6.0" 
          }, 
          "receivedAt": "2016-05-25T14:34:39.230+02:00" 
        } 
      ], 
      "timestamp": "0", 
      "received": "2016-05-25T14:34:39.224+02:00" 
    } 
  ], 
  "total": 82270 
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5.4 Retrieve a Message for a Specific Sensor 
You can get a message for a specific sensor by specifying the sensor ID in the API call. In this 
example the sensor ID is 05D25D35. You would call the API with the sensor ID and the network 
ID like this: 
 
 https://solver.rfi-
 engineering.com/v1/clients/05D25D35/messages/?network=09b469e9-5c1f-4599-
 b638-f81efca05fa9 
 
The result looks like this: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

{"hits":[{"messageId":"0A6317F6","deviceEUI":"05D25D35","receivedBy":[{"messageId":"0A631
7F6","deviceEUI":"05D25D35","baseStation":"976C64DFD4A9220F","timestamp":"3290480372","po
sition":{"latitude":"52.38338","longitude":"5.21295","altitude":"-
29.0"},"data":{"size":"37.0","freq":"868.3","chan":"1.0","data":"gDVd0gWAAQACV03M68ay1U4E
rmelXGQYkAFFompP1cPXyJca2g==","stat":"1.0","rfch":"1.0","datr":"SF12BW125","tmst":"3.2904
80372E9","rssi":"-47.0","codr":"4/5","time":"2016-05-
25T13:47:57.947407Z","modu":"LORA","lsnr":"9.8"},"receivedAt":"2016-05-
25T14:52:58.623+02:00"},{"messageId":"0A6317F6","deviceEUI":"05D25D35","baseStation":"A52
217E3D4190828","timestamp":"435742764","position":{"latitude":"0.0","longitude":"0.0","al
titude":"0.0"},"data":{"size":"37.0","freq":"868.3","chan":"1.0","data":"gDVd0gWAAQACV03M
68ay1U4ErmelXGQYkAFFompP1cPXyJca2g==","stat":"1.0","rfch":"1.0","datr":"SF12BW125","tmst"
:"4.35742764E8","rssi":"-
88.0","codr":"4/5","modu":"LORA","lsnr":"10.2"},"receivedAt":"2016-05-
25T14:52:58.634+02:00"}],"timestamp":"0","received":"2016-05-
25T14:52:58.623+02:00"}],"total":16864} 
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Or expanded as formatted JSON: 

{ 
  "hits": [ 
    { 
      "messageId": "0A6317F6", 
      "deviceEUI": "05D25D35", 
      "receivedBy": [ 
        { 
          "messageId": "0A6317F6", 
          "deviceEUI": "05D25D35", 
          "baseStation": "976C64DFD4A9220F", 
          "timestamp": "3290480372", 
          "position": { 
            "latitude": "52.38338", 
            "longitude": "5.21295", 
            "altitude": "-29.0" 
          }, 
          "data": { 
            "size": "37.0", 
            "freq": "868.3", 
            "chan": "1.0", 
            "data": "gDVd0gWAAQACV03M68ay1U4ErmelXGQYkAFFompP1cPXyJca2g==", 
            "stat": "1.0", 
            "rfch": "1.0", 
            "datr": "SF12BW125", 
            "tmst": "3.290480372E9", 
            "rssi": "-47.0", 
            "codr": "4/5", 
            "time": "2016-05-25T13:47:57.947407Z", 
            "modu": "LORA", 
            "lsnr": "9.8" 
          }, 
          "receivedAt": "2016-05-25T14:52:58.623+02:00" 
        }, 
        { 
          "messageId": "0A6317F6", 
          "deviceEUI": "05D25D35", 
          "baseStation": "A52217E3D4190828", 
          "timestamp": "435742764", 
          "position": { 
            "latitude": "0.0", 
            "longitude": "0.0", 
            "altitude": "0.0" 
          }, 
          "data": { 
            "size": "37.0", 
            "freq": "868.3", 
            "chan": "1.0", 
            "data": "gDVd0gWAAQACV03M68ay1U4ErmelXGQYkAFFompP1cPXyJca2g==", 
            "stat": "1.0", 
            "rfch": "1.0", 
            "datr": "SF12BW125", 
            "tmst": "4.35742764E8", 
            "rssi": "-88.0", 
            "codr": "4/5", 
            "modu": "LORA", 
            "lsnr": "10.2" 
          }, 
          "receivedAt": "2016-05-25T14:52:58.634+02:00" 
        } 
      ], 
      "timestamp": "0", 
      "received": "2016-05-25T14:52:58.623+02:00" 
    } 
  ], 
  "total": 16864 
} 
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6 Retrieving GPS Coordinates Using a REST Endpoint 
The solver is able to geo-locate the GPS location of a sensor on the basis of TDoA only when the 
message is received on four (or more) base stations simultaneously. If you try to geo-locate a 
sensor message that has been received by less than four base stations the API will report the 
error: 412 Precondition Failed. 
 
Example output: 
 

{ 
    "result": "error",  
    "error": "A minimum of 4 data points are required to geolocate a message's 
emitter" 
} 
 

The solver is able to automatically geo-locate a message that has been received by four or more 
base stations. In the hosted version of the RFI solver this feature is not turned on. Rather, the 
user must geo-locate a sensor message upon calling the API on: 
 

GET /v1/clients/:client/messages/:message/_geolocate 
 
 
Here is an example of calling the API to geo-locate a sensor message with message ID: 
F3A07412: 
 

https://solver.rfi-
engineering.com/v1/clients/05D25D35/messages/F3A07412/_geolocate?network=09b469e9-
5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9 

 
Example output: 
 

{ 
    "latitude": "52.38337859006151",  
    "longitude": "5.212906542063763",  
    "altitude": "18.948110305704176" 
} 
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7 API Routes Summary 
This chapter gives a brief overview of all application routes (Higher priority routes first) with the 
occasional example thrown in for good measure. All API endpoints are secured using OAuth2.0, 
and as such, all require an OAuth Bearer token. The full flow is implemented on the solver, but 
described extensively in RFC6479. 
 
All API endpoints are prefixed by the version of the API, here; /v1/. 
 
On the RFI hosted version of the solver the API is hosted on; https://solver.rfi-engineering.com 
 
 

7.1 OAuth2.0 
GET /login  
POST /login  
GET /oauth/authorize  
GET /register  
POST /register  
GET /logout  
GET /oauth/token  
POST /oauth/token  
 

7.2 User 
This retrieves information about the user: 
 

GET /v1/me 
 
Example output: 

{ 
    "id": "79528e18-45ad-4ffa-9f28-4350ab1d8ea5",  
    "username": "ivo@rfi-engineering.com",  
    "expires": false 
} 

7.3 Network 
GET  /v1/networks/:networkID  
GET  /v1/stats/networks/:networks/_activity  
DELETE /v1/networks/:network/_users/:userID  
POST /v1/networks/:network/_users  
POST /v1/networks/:network  
POST /v1/networks  
 

7.3.1 Retrieve a List of Networks 
This retrieves information about the networks that the user is authorized for: 
 

GET  /v1/networks  
 
Example output: 
 

{ 
    "hits": [ 
        { 
            "id": "09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9",  
            "owner": "1719d671-23b5-4ec6-ad14-dd43bbe6028e",  
            "name": "RFI test network",  
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            "roamsTo": [ ],  
            "params": { } 
        },  
        { 
            "id": "69c24217-1099-486c-a9a0-efce1ba2c53a",  
            "owner": "c2033c0e-78b9-4974-89b9-87975def145c",  
            "name": "Stackforce",  
            "roamsTo": [ ],  
            "params": { } 
        },  
        { 
            "id": "957a3cbc-076b-4a15-aa58-05607854a722",  
            "owner": "1719d671-23b5-4ec6-ad14-dd43bbe6028e",  
            "name": "RFI Ivo’s network",  
            "roamsTo": [ ],  
            "params": { } 
        },  
        { 
            "id": "9e5f207e-8b59-4bc5-9948-925d883cb167",  
            "owner": "d2b707e7-00f4-4d32-aa33-24ee207a34c4",  
            "name": "Pieter's network",  
            "roamsTo": [ ],  
            "params": { } 
        } 
    ],  
    "total": 4 
} 

 
You need the returned network ID in the other API calls described further down in this 
document. 
 

7.4 Clients (Sensors) 
GET /v1/clients/:client/messages/:message/_geolocate  
GET /v1/clients/:client/messages/:message/:baseStation  
GET /v1/clients/:client/messages/:message  
GET /v1/clients/:client/messages/  
DELETE /v1/clients/:client  
POST /v1/clients/:client  
 

7.4.1 Retrieve a List of Configured Sensors 
To get a list of configured sensors for a network you would call the following API endpoint: 
 

GET /v1/clients  
 
Example, to get information about the sensors configured on the network with network ID 
09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9: 
 

GET /v1/clients?network=09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9 
 
As an example output: 
 

{ 
    "hits": [ 
        "05D25D35",  
        "EBEBB0AD" 
    ],  
    "total": 2 
} 
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7.4.2 Retrieve a List of Messages on a particular Network 
To get a list of the last 20 messages received on a particular network call: 
 

GET /v1/messages  
 
Example, to get the last 20 messages on the network with network ID 09b469e9-5c1f-4599-
b638-f81efca05fa9:  
 

GET /v1/messages?network=09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9 
 
As an example output, with some JSON elements collapsed: 
 

{ 
    "hits": [ 
        { 
            "messageId": "725AD6E0",  
            "deviceEUI": "05D25D35",  
            "receivedBy": [ 
                { 
                    "messageId": "725AD6E0",  
                    "deviceEUI": "05D25D35",  
                    "baseStation": "976C64DFD4A9220F",  
                    "timestamp": "1977449948",  
                    "position": { 
                        "latitude": "52.38331",  
                        "longitude": "5.21312",  
                        "altitude": "-12.0" 
                    },  
                    "data": { 
                        "size": "37.0",  
                        "freq": "868.1",  
                        "chan": "0.0",  
                        "data": 
"gDVd0gWAAQACV03a69O1gk4ErmelXGQYkAFFompP1cPXveYhNQ==",  
                        "stat": "1.0",  
                        "rfch": "1.0",  
                        "datr": "SF12BW125",  
                        "tmst": "1.977449948E9",  
                        "rssi": "-47.0",  
                        "codr": "4/5",  
                        "modu": "LORA",  
                        "lsnr": "8.0" 
                    },  
                    "receivedAt": "2016-05-26T11:41:44.954+02:00" 
                },  
                { 
                    "messageId": "725AD6E0",  
                    "deviceEUI": "05D25D35",  
                    "baseStation": "A52217E3D4190828",  
                    "timestamp": "3537429788",  
                    "position": { 
                        "latitude": "0.0",  
                        "longitude": "0.0",  
                        "altitude": "0.0" 
                    },  
                    "data": { 
                        "size": "37.0",  
                        "freq": "868.1",  
                        "chan": "0.0",  
                        "data": 
"gDVd0gWAAQACV03a69O1gk4ErmelXGQYkAFFompP1cPXveYhNQ==",  
                        "stat": "1.0",  
                        "rfch": "1.0",  
                        "datr": "SF12BW125",  
                        "tmst": "3.537429788E9",  
                        "rssi": "-88.0",  
                        "codr": "4/5",  
                        "modu": "LORA",  
                        "lsnr": "8.5" 
                    },  
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                    "receivedAt": "2016-05-26T11:41:44.954+02:00" 
                } 
            ],  
            "timestamp": "0",  
            "received": "2016-05-26T11:41:44.954+02:00" 
        },  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {},  
        {} 
    ],  
    "total": 83844 
} 

 

7.5 Base Stations 
POST /v1/stations/:station/_settings  
GET /v1/stations/:station/messages/:client  
GET /v1/stations/:station/messages  
GET /v1/stations/:station/_log  
POST /v1/stations  
 

7.5.1 Retrieve Info on a Base Station 
To get information about a particular base station call: 
 

GET /v1/stations/:station  
 
Example, to get information about base station with ID 976C64DFD4A9220F: 
 

GET /v1/stations/976C64DFD4A9220F?network=09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9 
 
Output: 

{ 
    "id": "976C64DFD4A9220F",  
    "position": { 
        "latitude": "52.38331",  
        "longitude": "5.21312",  
        "altitude": "-12.0" 
    },  
    "settings": { },  
    "firstSeen": "2016-05-17T12:22:58.244+02:00",  
    "lastSeen": "2016-05-26T11:17:34.606+02:00",  
    "modifiedAt": "2016-05-26T11:17:34.606+02:00" 
} 

 

7.5.2 Retrieve a List of Configured Base Stations 
To get a list of configured base stations call: 
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GET /v1/stations?network=09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9  

 
Example output: 

{ 
    "hits": [ 
        { 
            "id": "976C64DFD4A9220F",  
            "position": { 
                "latitude": "52.38331",  
                "longitude": "5.21312",  
                "altitude": "-12.0" 
            },  
            "settings": { },  
            "firstSeen": "2016-05-17T12:22:58.244+02:00",  
            "lastSeen": "2016-05-26T10:27:11.136+02:00",  
            "modifiedAt": "2016-05-26T10:27:11.136+02:00" 
        },  
        { 
            "id": "A52217E3D4190827",  
            "position": { 
                "latitude": "0.0",  
                "longitude": "0.0",  
                "altitude": "0.0" 
            },  
            "settings": { },  
            "firstSeen": "2016-05-23T21:16:41.085+02:00",  
            "lastSeen": "2016-05-23T21:16:41.085+02:00",  
            "modifiedAt": "2016-05-23T21:16:41.085+02:00" 
        },  
        { 
            "id": "A52217E3D4190828",  
            "position": { 
                "latitude": "0.0",  
                "longitude": "0.0",  
                "altitude": "0.0" 
            },  
            "settings": { },  
            "firstSeen": "2016-05-18T09:45:40.208+02:00",  
            "lastSeen": "2016-05-26T10:27:11.129+02:00",  
            "modifiedAt": "2016-05-26T10:27:11.129+02:00" 
        },  
        { 
            "id": "abc123456789",  
            "position": { 
                "latitude": "0.0",  
                "longitude": "0.0",  
                "altitude": "0.0" 
            },  
            "settings": { },  
            "firstSeen": "2016-05-24T10:52:54.431+02:00",  
            "lastSeen": "2016-05-24T10:52:54.431+02:00",  
            "modifiedAt": "2016-05-24T10:52:54.431+02:00" 
        } 
    ],  
    "total": 4 
} 

 

7.6 Metrics 
Using the metrics resource you can get information on the status of the base stations. For 
example how many sensor messages were forwarded to the solver and how many of those 
messages were for your own network and how many messages were destined for foreign (or 
unknown) networks. 
 
To get the metric for how many messages were carried on a base station you would call: 
 
 GET /v1/metrics 
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Get Message flags: 
 
 stations -> the base station ID 
 interval -> the time interval for the metric in seconds 
 network -> the network ID 
 from -> the start date and time in ISO format 
 to -> the end date and time  
 
As an example, to get the number of own messages carried by the base station: 
 
GET  /v1/metrics/messages/entries/stations.976C64DFD4A9220F.own?interval=3600&network=09b
 469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9&from=2016-06-08T19:30:31Z&to=2016-06-08T20:30:31Z 
 
Example output: 
 
 { 
     "hits": [ 
         [ 
             { 
                 "name": "messages.09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-
 f81efca05fa9.stations.976C64DFD4A9220F.own",  
                 "from": "2016-06-08T21:30:31.000+02:00",  
                 "to": "2016-06-08T22:30:31.000+02:00",  
                 "value": "310" 
             },  
             { 
                 "name": "messages.09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-
 f81efca05fa9.stations.976C64DFD4A9220F.own",  
                 "from": "2016-06-08T21:30:31.000+02:00",  
                 "to": "2016-06-08T22:30:31.000+02:00",  
                 "value": "0" 
             } 
         ] 
     ] 
 } 
 
In this example the base station carried 310 messages that were destined for our network. 
 
You can also get the number of messages that were received, but were not for our own network. As an 
example, to get the number of messages from a base station that were not for our network: 
 
GET /v1/metrics/messages/entries/stations.B827EBFFFFEBB0AD.peering?interval=3600&network=09b46
 9e9-5c1f-4599-b638-f81efca05fa9&from=2016-06-08T20:36:31Z&to=2016-06-08T21:35:31Z 
 
 { 
     "hits": [ 
         [ 
             { 
                 "name": "messages.09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-
 f81efca05fa9.stations.B827EBFFFFEBB0AD.peering",  
                 "from": "2016-06-08T22:36:31.000+02:00",  
                 "to": "2016-06-08T23:36:31.000+02:00",  
                 "value": "30" 
             },  
             { 
                 "name": "messages.09b469e9-5c1f-4599-b638-
 f81efca05fa9.stations.B827EBFFFFEBB0AD.peering",  
                 "from": "2016-06-08T22:36:31.000+02:00",  
                 "to": "2016-06-08T23:36:31.000+02:00",  
                 "value": "0" 
             } 
         ] 
     ] 
 } 
 
In this example the base station carried 30 messages that were not for our own network. 
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7.7 Miscellaneous 
GET /v1/create  
POST /v1/store  
GET     /assets/*file                
GET     /views/*file                 
GET     /                            
 
 
 


